Popular Brands Appearing Next To 2020 US Elections Disinformation
GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on disinformation sites and content related to claims of electoral fraud.

Disinformation narratives tracked in this deck include:

- Election is being stolen.
- Violence and chaos will result if a political party wins.
- Deep state elements are trying to oust the President.
- Media and tech are suppressing information.
- The Democrats will stage a coup.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:
Popular brands inadvertently funding these stories:
How Joe Biden Got Millions In Foreign Bribe Crime Family

UNCOVERED: How Joe Biden Got Millions In Foreign Bribe Crime Family

VIDEO: Rudy Giuliani Lays Out The Legal Case Against Biden Crime Family

How Joe Biden Got Millions In Foreign Bribes | Rudy Giuliani | Ep. 80.
Democrat, Big Tech and Media Actions to Steal the Election – Here’s What’s Going on in Wisconsin

By Joe Hoft
Published November 4, 2020 at 6:26am
Disinformation: Post-election violence
Disinformation: Post-election violence
Black Lives Matter, Antifa, the Democrat Party, most US media, entertainment, universities, and most US institutions and government bureaucracies are converted to some form of Marxism

Why Protesters Will Riot for 2020 Election: Perpetual Marxist Violence

By Kelly O'Connell — Bio and Archives—November 1, 2020

Cover Story | 35 Comments | Reader Friendly | Subscribe | Email Us
The all-out media effort trying to suppress the news that the Trump landslide is akin to trying to bury Mt. Rushmore.

Get Ready For Media Suppressed Election 2020 Results Tonight

By Judi McLeod

Luxury Apts in West New York

Just steps from the NJ Waterway Ferry Terminal & the NJ Transit Bus Stop. Call now!

55 Riverwalk Place

Disinformation:
Post-election violence
“Whosever Got the Guns, Wins” – ELECTION NIGHT COUP D’ETAT: Radical Leftist Groups Plot Siege of White House and Takeover of Major US Cities Beginning Tuesday

By Jim Hoft
Published November 2, 2020 at 5:12pm
984 Comments
Numerous radical revolutionaries are plotting a violent takeover of Washington DC and several cities following the presidential election on Tuesday.

Win or lose the communists are going to rip this country apart starting Tuesday.

Be warned.
Be prepared!

On Friday journalist Millie Weaver posted video of leftist groups including Black Lives Matter, being led by Lisa Pitlik, and including federal employees plotting their mass chaos in the nation’s capitol.
Radical left groups are already plotting a coup

By Andrea Widburg

A new website is leaking internal documents, images, and videos from radical left groups and people working inside the federal government planning a coup if President Trump wins reelection. The only way to defeat these people and their ideology is for Trump to have an overwhelming victory that establishes his mandate to restore America’s constitutional order.

The website is called “Sunrise”
Leaked Zoom Calls and Documents Show Federal Workers and Activists Conspiring to Participate in a COUP and SHUT DOWN THE WHITE HOUSE

Leftists have lost their minds.

Published 19 hours ago on Nov 2, 2020

By Evan James

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/ack?sa=L&ai=CCkDZt1mhX9...
"We will win this... And as far as I’m concerned, we already have won it."

Expect Big Tech censorship to go into overdrive, as the President dismisses the notion of questionable electioneering practices reversing the outcome of the election towards Joe Biden.
BREAKING: Project Veritas – Michigan USPS Whistleblower Details Directive From Superiors to Back-Date Late Mail-in Ballots as Received Nov 3rd So They Are Accepted (VIDEO)
Elections are being stolen and fraud is being committed again. This time we're seeing it in the Pittsburgh area.
Democrat, Big Tech and Media Actions to Steal the Election – Here’s What’s Going on in Wisconsin

By Joe Hofst
Published November 4, 2020 at 6:26am

https://www.googleadservices.com/page/
Michigan USPS Whistleblower: Late Mail-In-Ballots Are Being Stamped As Received on November 3rd

By Debra Heine
November 4, 2020

A mail carrier who works for a post office in Traverse City, Michigan blew the whistle Wednesday on what he called a “sketchy” directive from his supervisor.

“We were issued a directive this morning to collect any ballots we find in mail boxes, collection boxes—just outgoing mail in general—separate them at the end of the day so they could hand stamp them with the supposed date,” the whistleblower told News10.

Disinformation: Electoral fraud
Michigan USPS Whistleblower: Late Mail-In-Ballots Are Being Stamped As Received on November 3rd

By Debra Heine November 4, 2020

A mail carrier who works for a post office in Traverse City, Michigan blew the whistle Wednesday on what he called a “sketchy” directive from his supervisor.

"We were issued a directive this morning to collect any ballots we find in mail boxes,"
Michigan USPS Whistleblower: Late Mail-In-Ballots Are Being Stamped As Received on November 3rd

“screams corruption.”

“Also, knowing the post office’s leanings politically, it didn’t seem quite right,” he added.

O’Keefe called Clarke, the whistleblower’s boss at the Barlow Branch office for comment, but was immediately hung up on after he explained the reason for his call.

[Open "https://adsettings.google.com/whythisad? reasons=A83afGEAAAaOVY1tv2W26bGoswW2i0MTM4...GzawdKdocVF7fjnx3Kbw65G2ZrzIh6zCIz_GGenBvzuUTF3dF5FAUA&source=display" in new tab]
UPDATE: @Project_Veritas has been contacted by a Special Agent within the Office of Inspector General for the @USPS who is aware of our video, believes the allegations of wrongdoing fall under their jurisdiction, and they are assessing whether an investigation is appropriate.

BREAKING: Michigan @USPS Whistleblower Details Directive From Superiors: Back-Date Late Mail-in-Elections As Received November 3rd, 2020 So They Are Accepted

“Separate them from standard letter mail so they can hand stamp them with YESTERDAY’S DATE & put them through”

#MailFraud
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The will of Socialist Democrats and the Marxist media Trumps the will of the people

By Charles Wills — Bio and Archives—November 4, 2020

If Democrats and their socialist accomplices manage to steal this election with fraudulent ballots, then America will be transformed into another oppressive Soviet Union. We will have criminals in the White House.
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